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Abstract
In this paper we are concerned with the simulation of crowds in built environ-
ments, where obstacles play a role in the dynamics and in the interactions among
pedestrians. First of all, we review the state-of-the-art of the techniques for han-
dling obstacles in numerical simulations. Then, we introduce a new modelling
technique which guarantees both impermeability and opacity of the obstacles,
and does not require ad hoc runtime interventions to avoid collisions. Most
important, we solve a complex optimization problem by means of the Particle
Swarm Optimization method in order to exploit the so-called Braess’s paradox.
More precisely, we reduce the evacuation time from a room by adding in the
walking area multiple obstacles optimally placed and shaped.
Keywords: Pedestrian modelling, conservation laws, obstacles, constraints,
particle swarm optimization, evacuation.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with the simulation of crowds in built envi-
ronments, where obstacles play a role in the dynamics and in the interactions
among pedestrians. Although obstacles are commonly included in numerical
simulations, in many cases no special attention is given to the (numerous) re-
lated issues. Usually the method used to handle obstacles is poorly or not at
all described, sometimes obstacles are processed as normal boundary conditions
or even as frozen pedestrians. We think instead that this matter deserves more
attention, especially considering its importance and impact in the simulations.
In particular, we refer to simulations which investigate the well known Braess’s
paradox [5, 28], which states that an additional obstacle or constraint can im-
prove global dynamics. Note that in the case of crowds, placing an additional
obstacle may be intuitively seen as a bad idea. Nevertheless, a well placed obsta-
cle can decrease the internal pressure among pedestrians and break symmetries
in front of an exit, resulting in a faster outflow, see, e.g., [2, §6.3]. The obsta-
cles can also facilitate the evacuation ensuring that all the available exits are
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equally used, see, e.g., [15]. It is then crucial that interactions between crowd
and obstacles are correctly handled.
As an introduction to the field of pedestrian modelling, we refer the reader to
the survey papers [4, 16, 49] and the books [14, 30]. Here we consider a macro-
scopic description of the crowd based on a two-dimensional first-order nonlocal
conservation law already considered in [12, 13, 14, 15, 46, 47]. The peculiarity
of this formulation is that no fundamental diagram is involved. Moreover, it is
proven to be able to catch several self-organizing phenomena actually observed
in crowds (see [14, §1.1.2] for some examples). However, the model is not nat-
urally endowed with the capability of handling obstacles, which must be added
as an independent feature.
To begin with, we review all the existing (in the knowledge of the authors)
techniques employed to handle obstacles in pedestrian simulations, pointing to
the main related references. Advantages and drawbacks of each method are
discussed. This section can be useful to researchers who are entering the field.
Second, we introduce a new modelling technique to handle obstacles which
is both simple to implement and effective for realistic simulations, thus giving a
valid alternative to the existing techniques. The new method enforces that ob-
stacles are impermeable (regardless of the model parameters) and collisions are
avoided without ad hoc runtime interventions. Pedestrians bypass the obstacle
smoothly, are not trapped in bays, and, especially, they do not see through
the obstacles, which are assumed to be opaque. This avoids unrealistic effects
around thin walls.
Third, we tackle a challenging problem which consists in finding the optimal
position and shape of some obstacles so that the global dynamics of pedestri-
ans are improved (e.g., by a reduction of the evacuation time from a room).
Several papers investigate numerically the effectiveness of the Braess’s paradox
by means of both microscopic models (e.g., Helbing’s social force model) and
macroscopic models, reporting the effect of additional obstacles manually placed
in the walking area. See, among others, [18, 23, 24, 27, 39, 52]. In this paper,
instead, we follow the lines of [15, 29, 50], where an optimization algorithm is
used. The main novelty here is that we consider multiple free-shaped obstacles,
optimally placed and shaped by means of a modified Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion (PSO) method. The PSO is expected to give better results than genetic
algorithms [29, 50] and random compass search [15].
Finally, let us stress the importance of pedestrians guidance in the context
of emergency situations. Such a circumstances – although rarely characterized
by actual state of panic (intended as irrational, competitive, and non altruistic
behaviour) [8, 20] – involve fast decision process which can lead to non optimal
route choice. For example, it is known that heading toward the nearest exit is not
always the best evacuation strategy [37]. Moreover, people could be influenced
by others (social influence or herding effect) and tend to follow people who
show definiteness [2, 33]. This urges us to design environments where natural
(intended as actually observed) behaviour ideally coincides with the optimal
(with respect to some criterion to be defined) behaviour. This can be achieved
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by means of suitably placed obstacles, as already investigated in [15].
Paper organization. In section 2 we review the existing techniques used to handle
obstacles in numerical simulations. In section 3 we present the new method to
include obstacles and a first numerical test to show its main features. In section
4 an outline of the optimization algorithm, together with the description of
the techniques for obstacle parameterization and management, is presented. In
section 5 some preliminary tests put some light on the convergence properties
and the numerical accuracy of the model. Section 6 contains the results of the
optimization of a simple environment.
2. A brief review of obstacles’ handling techniques
In this section we briefly review the most common techniques used to deal
with obstacles in the literature about pedestrian modelling. A general-purpose
survey of pedestrian models can be found in [14]. Here we just recall the two
main ingredients of pedestrian models: (i) a desired velocity which steer pedes-
trians toward a (common) target, for example an exit door. This is the velocity
field people would follow if they were alone in the walking area; (ii) a Repul-
sion (social) force exerted by pedestrians themselves, which accounts for the
tendency of people to stay away from crowded regions and avoid collisions.
• Repulsive obstacles. One of the most common methods used to manage
obstacles is obtained assuming that they generate a repulsive (social) force,
exactly as pedestrians themselves do. In other words, obstacles are teated as
frozen pedestrians. In this way one can use a repulsion function of the same
kind to model both the interactions with group mates and with obstacles. This
method is extensively used in microscopic models, see, e.g., [9, 23, 25, 38, 40, 41,
42] and also in macroscopic and multiscale models, see, e.g., [10, 11, 19, 46], with
or without the pre-evaluation of the distance-to-obstacle function. The main
drawback of this approach is that it is quite difficult to tune the strength of the
repulsion force in such a way that the resulting behaviour is both admissible
and realistic. Indeed, if the force is too small there is the risk that pedestrians
enter the obstacles, while if it is too large pedestrians bypass the obstacles
excessively far away. The paper [10] proposes a method to tune automatically
the strength of the repulsion. From the computational point of view, it is useful
to note that interactions with obstacles must be computed continuously during
the simulation.
• Cut off of the velocity field. Another easy method to deal with obstacles is
obtained by computing the velocity field first neglecting the presence of the ob-
stacles, then nullifying the component of the velocity vector which points inside
the obstacle. This method is used in, e.g., [2, 13, 15]. Again, handling obstacles
in this way is expensive from the computational point of view, since interactions
with obstacles must be checked continuously during the computation. Moreover,
one must be sure that pedestrians do not stop walking completely because both
components of the velocity vector vanish. This can happen around corners,
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stair-shaped obstacles and when obstacles are very close to each other (i.e. the
distance is comparable with the spatial resolution of the numerical grid).
•Rational turnaround. In more sophisticated models which take into account
the rationality and predictive ability of pedestrians, obstacles can be managed
including them into the decisional process. For example, in the Hughes’s model
[27] the pedestrians move, at each time, along the fastest path toward the target,
considering that crowded regions slow down the walking speed. In this frame-
work, obstacles are easily included assuming that inside them the speed is null,
so that the computation of the fastest path will circumvent them automatically.
In [7] it is assumed that obstacles have a “zone of influence”. This is translated
by the fact that the admissible maximum speed is reduced as one approaches
the obstacle, and vanishes inside it. In [22] an hybrid approach is proposed:
obstacles do generate a repulsive force, then this force contributes to define a
cost functional which is minimized in a separate procedure. In the context of
Cellular Automata models, rationality is often obtained by means of a floor
field, which affects the matrix of transition probabilities. In [53] the floor field
is used to define a desired velocity to a target in such a way that pedestrians
reach the target moving from a cell with large field to a cell with smaller field.
Assigning a very large value to the field inside the obstacles makes pedestrians
avoid naturally prohibited cells.
• Collision course manoeuvres. Some crowd models assume that pedes-
trians can forecast the trajectory of the others. Then, each pedestrian checks
continuously if he/she is on a collision course with some others. If this is the
case, he/she responds in order to avert the danger of collision, see e.g., [31].
This can be done both with group mates and obstacles. For example, in [1] if a
pedestrian is pointing toward an obstacle, his/her trajectory is modified steering
toward the tangent to the obstacle.
• No trespassing. In Cellular Automata models without floor field, obstacles
are managed easily avoiding pedestrians to occupy cells representing obstacles.
The prohibition is obtained nullifying the probability of the pedestrian to move
in that cell, see, e.g., [34].
3. A new model with obstacle management
Let us assume that pedestrians are free to move in a walking area Ω ⊂ R2.
People either enter the domain Ω through a door or they are assumed to be
already in at the initial time. We denote by E the exit doors, which coincide
with the target of pedestrians. Obstacles are denoted by O.
3.1. The basic model
Following the lines of [15], we describe the evolution of the average density
ρ : Ω × R+ → R+ of the crowd by means of the following first-order nonlinear
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nonlocal conservation law
ρt(x, t) +∇ ·
(
ρ(x, t)V[ρ(·, t)](x)
)
= 0, x ∈ Ω\(O ∪ E), t > 0,
ρ(x, 0) = ρ¯(x), x ∈ Ω\(O ∪ E),
ρ(x, t) = 0, x ∈ (O ∪ E), t > 0,
(1)
where the velocity field V : Ω→ Ω is split in two parts:
V[ρ(·, t)](x) := Vdes(x) + Vint[ρ(·, t)](x). (2)
The desired velocity Vdes corresponds to the velocity each pedestrian would
have if he/she was alone in the domain. It points toward the nearest exit along
the shortest path (it does not always coincide with a straight line because of the
obstacles) and does not change in time. Resorting to the Bellman’s dynamic pro-
gramming principle and the optimal control theory based on Hamilton-Jacobi
equations [3], Vdes is computed as
Vdes(x) := − ∇ϕ(x)|∇ϕ(x)| (3)
where ϕ is the unique viscosity solution to the eikonal equation
|∇ϕ(x)| = 1, x ∈ Ω\(E ∪ O),
ϕ(x) = 0, x ∈ E ,
ϕ(x) = +∞, x ∈ O.
(4)
This PDE is solved once, before the simulation starts. It is useful to note that
ϕ is the distance function from the exits E and that Vdes never points inside
obstacles by construction. Moreover, Vdes(x) is a unit vector.
The interaction velocity instead is given by the following nonlocal term
Vint[ρ(·, t)](x) :=
∫∫
Sr(x)
y − x
|y − x|
−Crep
|y − x|ρ(y, t)dy, x ∈ Ω, (5)
where Crep > 0 is a positive constant (repulsion strength), and the sensory
region Sr is defined as
Sr(x) :=
{
y ∈ Ω : ε < |y − x| < r and y − x|y − x| ·V
des > 0
}
, r > ε > 0.
(6)
The interaction velocity (5) makes people move away from crowded region and
its modulus is inversely proportional to the distance from the others. The
sensory region (6) instead is a circular region in front of the pedestrian, assuming
that his/her head is aligned with the desired velocity. The size of the sensory
region is ruled by the parameter r, while the (small) parameter ε is used to
avoid singularities. Note that no fundamental diagram appears here and the
density ρ is no a priori bounded by a constant (even if it cannot converge to a
Dirac delta if ε is sufficiently small).
Boundary and inflow conditions for (1) will be discussed afterwards together
with the obstacles.
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3.2. Avoiding obstacles
The dynamics described in section 3.1 need a correction in order to deal with
obstacles. Indeed, while Vdes does not point inside obstacles by construction,
the interaction velocity Vint could do so (pedestrians could be “pushed” inside
the obstacles by group mates). To fix the problem, let us first compute offline
the distance function Φ = Φ(x) from the obstacles O, solving another eikonal
equation { |∇Φ(x)| = 1, x ∈ (Ω\O) ∪ E ,
Φ(x) = 0, x ∈ O.
(7)
Now, let λ = λ(Φ) be any decreasing function of the distance from the
obstacles such that λ(0) = 1 and λ(Φ) = 0, for Φ > M > 0. We define the
velocity field Vobs in Ω as
Vobs[ρ](x) :=
(
1 + Vdes(x) ·Vint[ρ](x)
)+
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=s[ρ](x)
Vdes(x), (8)
and then we finally correct the total velocity V in (1)-(2) with the following one
Vˆ[ρ](x) := λ(Φ(x))Vobs[ρ](x) + (1− λ(Φ(x)))(Vdes(x) + Vint[ρ](x)). (9)
The special construction of Vobs guarantees that it never points inside obstacles
since it is parallel to Vdes, which does not. The modulus of Vobs is given by
s, which acts as the classical relationship between speed and density (cf. the
fundamental diagram). It is positive or zero, meaning that pedestrians can
only decrease their distance from the target or leave it unchanged. It is then
clear that the final velocity Vˆ coincide with the original V sufficiently far from
the obstacles, and it is gradually substituted by Vobs as one approaches the
obstacles.
Remark 3.1. Our approach is quite advantageous from the computational point
of view. First of all, one can compute and store in advance ϕ, Vdes, Φ, and the
points belonging to Sr, because they do not depend on ρ. Second, pedestrians
never enter the obstacles by construction, so there is no need to check every time
if a correction of the trajectory is required. This features allow to save a huge
amount of CPU time and pave the way to optimization algorithm, which usually
need to run the simulation several times. This is what we do in section 4.2.
3.3. Handling opaque obstacles
It is quite natural assuming that pedestrians cannot see through the walls
and, in particular, that they are not at all affected by group mates beyond the
obstacles. Nevertheless, only a few papers deal with the issue of opaque obsta-
cles, see, e.g., [10, Appendix A]. Usually pedestrians are assumed to interact
with any other group mate in the domain, even if it is hidden by an obstacle.
In this paper we consider opaque obstacles, implementing vision obstruction
also at the numerical level. A pedestrian located at the point x ∈ R2 interacts
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Figure 1: Points x and y are not visible from each other.
with a pedestrian located at point y ∈ R2 if the line joining x with y does not
intersect any obstacle, see figure 1. At the discrete level, this can been easily
implemented: once the domain Ω is discretized by a mesh, we divide the line
joining x and y in Ns evenly spaced points in such a way that two consecutive
points lie in the same cell or in two adjacent cells. Then one can check if
any point falls in a cell labelled as obstacle and, if in this case, the point y is
defined as “non visible” from x and consequently removed from Sr. Again, this
operation can be done offline before simulation starts, see Remark 3.1.
Remark 3.2. Despite the fact that obstacles are opaque and people are not af-
fected by group mates beyond the obstacles, we still assume that people are able
to find the shortest path to the target (among all the possible routes, even if
they are not visible). If the environment is instead assumed to be unfamiliar,
this will not be possible. In this case people will take dynamic strategic deci-
sions according to their environmental awareness, which increases due to new
information acquired during the journey, see, e.g., [9]. Even if people are fa-
miliar with the environment, they might choose other paths than the shortest
one: in Hughes-like models, the fastest path is continuously recomputed taking
into account the current distribution of pedestrians (assumed to be known ev-
erywhere [27] or not [7]). Following the mean-field game approach (also known
as predictive dynamic user equilibrium), people react both to current and future
pedestrian distribution, being able to anticipate exactly future dynamics of the
crowd [15, 26, 36]. Finally, let us mention that people may also be influenced
by the others’ choice (the so-called social influence or herding effect), see, e.g.,
[2, 33].
3.4. Numerical approximation
The conservation law (1) is discretized by means of the scheme firstly pro-
posed in [47] and then used extensively in, e.g., [13, 14]. It is a two-dimensional
first-order reasonably fast conservative scheme, which has been proved to con-
verge to a weak solution of (1), see [45, 51]. It describes adequately the main
features of pedestrian flow, including merging and splitting, although it exhibits
a non-negligible numerical diffusion (its one-dimensional version coincides with
the classical upwind scheme).
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The eikonal equations (4) and (7) are discretized by means of an iterative
first-order semi-Lagrangian scheme. The interested reader can find a complete
introduction to the topic in the recent book [21] (see also [3]). The present
scheme is described (with complete references) in [6]. The reconstruction of the
values of the solution at non-mesh points is obtained by means of a three-point
linear interpolation. The Fast Sweeping technique (see again [6] for explanations
and references) is used to speed up the convergence.
The spatial domain is Ω = [0, 1]2, discretized by means of a Cartesian grid.
If not otherwise stated, we employ 100× 100 grid nodes. The time step is equal
to the 90% of the maximum value allowed by the CFL condition. The function
λ decrease linearly to 0 within a distance of 0.03 from the boundary of the
obstacles.
3.5. A first numerical example
We present here a first numerical test in order to enlighten the main features
of the proposed model, in particular the difference between transparent and
opaque obstacles. We place one exit E (target) on the left side and a L-shaped
obstacle O in the interior, see figure 2. At initial time, people are uniformly
distributed in Ω\(E ∪ O). The parameters of the simulation are: Crep = 6,
r = 0.16, ρ¯ ≡ 0.1. In the first case, people interact with any group mate in Sr.
In the second case, obstacles are opaque and people do not interact with group
mates located on the other side of the obstacle, even if they are in Sr. Figure
2 shows the desired velocity field Vdes and the results of the simulations. The
difference between the two cases is quite visible on the top of the horizontal part
of the obstacle. In the first case, people walking leftward feel the others below,
who still have to turn around the corner, and move up, being repulsed from
them. This clearly does not happen in the second case. The final evacuation
time is 4.18 in the first case and 3.80 in the second case.
4. Shape optimization framework
Two are the main elements of the optimization framework: a parametric
model for the obstacle description, able to express the size, shape and position
of an obstacle by a limited number of parameters, and an optimization algo-
rithm, able to find rapidly the best design vector, that is, the more convenient
obstacle configuration with respect to a given cost criterion. In the following,
we will focus on evacuation problems, meaning that the cost to be minimized
will be the evacuation time, defined as the first time t∗ such that the total mass∫∫
Ω
ρ(x, t∗)dx < 10−5.
4.1. Parametric model
There are a number of main features that are necessary for a parametric
model to make it suitable for the application to design optimization problem.
Firstly, the number of design parameters should be small: this is required in
order to reduce the complexity of the optimization problem, that increases with
8
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Figure 2: Desired velocity field Vdes (top-left), pedestrian density after a small time (top-
right), pedestrian density at t = 1.62 with transparent obstacle (bottom-left), pedestrian
density at t = 1.62 with opaque obstacle (bottom-right).
the dimension of the solution space. With this small number of parameters, a
wide variety of shapes should be described: the range of shapes should be as
large as possible, without an intrinsic preference for a certain class of shapes.
A bijection between the design vector and the shape of the obstacle is also
recommended, in order to prevent a cyclical behaviour of the objective function.
For this specific problem, convexity of the obstacle is also important, in order
not to produce some niches where the pedestrian may be trapped into. This
feature is unnecessary for the adopted mathematical model, since it is able to
prevent this situation. However, it is preferable to preserve convexity in order
to be more realistic.
In this application, an obstacle is described by using a closed Be´zier curve.
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In a parametric form, the Be´zier curve is expressed as
B(t) =
n∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
Pi(1− t)n−iti, t ∈ [0, 1],
where P0, . . . ,Pn are n+ 1 given points in R2. The outcome is a curve B ∈ R2.
The curve is obtained in parametric form, using one equation for each coor-
dinate. The control points {Pi}i form the so called Be´zier polygon. The passage
through the extreme points P0, Pn is guaranteed for the Be´zier curve. Then
we easily obtain a closed curve by choosing Pn = P0. Moreover, we guarantee
that the curve is smooth at the closure point by choosing Pn−1 in such a way
that tangent is continuous (avoiding a cusp). This point must be in line with
P0 and P1, in the opposite direction with respect to P1. This is possible be-
cause the tangent at the extremal points of the Be´zier curve coincides with the
direction of the two adjacent control points. Summarizing, in order to produce
a smooth closed curve, among the n+ 1 control points of the Be´zier curve, only
P0, . . . ,Pn−2 need to be provided, resulting in 2(n− 1) degrees of freedom.
The curve is contained inside the convex hull of the Be´zier polygon, since it
is obtained as an envelope of line segments connecting the edges of the polygon.
The degree of the Be´zier curve is connected with the number of control points,
and a small number of control points is avoiding too complex shapes.
A further step is needed in order to discharge self-intersecting curves and
concave shapes in general. Since, in practice, the mathematical model is requir-
ing to check each grid point to be an inner point or not (see section 3.3), this
check is performed by tracing the sign of the cross product between the vector
pointing from a grid point to a generic point on the Be´zier curve and the tangent
vector at the same point of the Be´zier curve. If the sign of the cross product
is constant along the entire Be´zier curve, the grid point is considered an inner
point, otherwise it is considered external. The obstacle is finally implemented
as the set of inner points of the computational grid detected by using this tech-
nique. This approach has two advantages: if the Be´zier curve is self-intersecting,
no inner point is detected. Secondly, the inner points are reduced to a convex
set, and the points generating the concave part of the shape are automatically
discharged.
Figure 3: Three examples of determination of inner point with respect to a closed curve: from
left to right, regular curve, self intersecting curve, concave curve.
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An example is reported in figure 3: three different situations are depicted
(Be´zier curves of different degree are adopted). Red dots are representing the
control points of the Be´zier curve, blue curve is the resulting Be´zier curve, green
dots are the inner points as identified by the previously described procedure. On
extreme left of figure 3, the case of a convex shape is presented: all the internal
points are correctly identified. In the middle, the case of a self intersecting curve
is represented: in this case, no internal point is detected, and the obstacle is
ignored. On the extreme right, a concave shape is tested: in this case, not all the
inner points are correctly detected, but the subset of inner points is producing
a convex shape. This last quality, although not respecting the requirement of
bijection between shape and parameters, is appreciated and left unchanged in
the parametric model.
In this paper a model with 5 control points will be adopted (n = 4): being
the contour laying on a 2D space, 6 design variables are required. The objective
(cost) function F : R6 → R+ to be minimized is finally given by the sequence
of the following steps:
1. Set 3 control points P0,P1,P2;
2. add two further points P3 ad P4 to get a closed smooth curve;
3. compute the Be´zier curve;
4. compute the inner points of the Be´zier curve;
5. run simulation with the resulting obstacle;
6. get the evacuation time.
4.2. Optimization algorithm
Since we have not a preference for a particular type or class of shapes, we
need to investigate the design space without any prejudice and extensively. As
as consequence, a global optimization algorithm is representing the best choice
for the problem in hands.
Among the different algorithms already available in literature, the Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) represents a really interesting algorithm, whose
main qualities are suitable for this specific application.
First of all, the algorithm is not requiring derivatives of the objective func-
tion. The here adopted mathematical model is not providing derivatives, and
its outcome is also quantized due to the influence of the adopted time step and
grid cell dimension: as a consequence, a continuous variation of a single design
variable is not resulting into a continuous variation of the evacuation time, since
the time resolution of the model is connected with the grid cell dimension. Fur-
thermore, a variation of the obstacle is detected by the mathematical model if
and only if a new grid point is changing his status from internal to external, or
vice versa: as a consequence, the code may result to be dumb with respect to
small variations of the design parameters, if the deformation of the obstacle is
not sufficiently large to produce a variation of the included or excluded points
on the computational grid. Lastly, variation of the shape of the obstacle may
occur in a region not involved by the crowd motion: in this case, there is no
effect on the total evacuation time. For all these reasons, we can expect not
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to have a single minimum point, but large plateaux, a finite region sharing the
same minimum value, cf. [15, Figs. 9 and 14].
As a consequence of this last feature, the basin of attraction of the global
minimum is supposed not to be small. PSO is pretty fast in the identification
of the basins of attraction of the objective function, but it is not fast in the
identification of the exact position of the minimum of the selected basin: given
the above, this feature is perfectly compatible with the characteristics of the
current objective function.
In PSO, a swarm of elements is distributed onto the design space. An initial
speed is assigned to every element, and the swarm is evolving according to a
simple relationship. Position of the swarm is updated at each iteration, and the
objective function is computed at the locations identified by the particles. Clas-
sical formulation of the PSO iteration, originally proposed in [32], is provided
in a more general form in [17] vk+1i = χ
(
ωvki + c1
(
pki − xki
)
+ c2
(
bk − xki
) )
,
xk+1i = x
k
i + v
k+1
i ,
(10)
where k is the iteration number, xi is the position of the i
th particle of the
swarm in the design space, vi is the velocity of the i
th particle, pi is the best
point ever met by the ith particle in the previous iterations (corresponding to
the personal best value of the objective function), bk is the overall best point
ever experienced by the whole swarm, c1 and c2 are two constants identifying the
balance between the local and global phase of the search, χ is a speed limiter,
ω is the inertia effect. In the present paper, the following values are assumed:
c1 = 1.494, c2 = 1.494, χ = 1.0, ω = 0.729, while initial position and speed of
the initial swarm are assumed according to [44].
From the computational standpoint, the algorithm is intrinsically parallel:
in fact, once the new position of the swarm has been obtained, the computation
of the objective function on one particle is not influencing the computation of
the objective function for a different particle. If we have the availability of one
processor for each particle, the computation of a single iteration is performed
in one single shot. In the following, an MPI implementation of the algorithm
will be applied, and the reduction of the computational time is linear with the
number of processors, since the computational effort is mainly related to the
numerical model than to the optimization algorithm.
In [44], a modification of the algorithm for constrained problems is proposed
and tested. The main differences with the original algorithm are:
• A local search based on a meta-model [43] of the objective function is
replacing the original PSO step when the overall best particle is not im-
proving further. A trust region approach is also implemented in order to
guarantee local convergence and consistency of the new formulation with
the original optimization problem.
• When two particles are too close to each other, one particle is shifted
toward an uninvestigated region of the design space. This is here possible
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because a local search phase is integrated into the algorithm, and the local
convergence inside a basin of attraction is guaranteed. Otherwise, the co-
presence of more particles in the same basin of attraction is necessary in
order to exploit the local search.
• The search is performed asynchronously until a feasible point is detected.
Computation of the objective function is performed (possibly in parallel)
only once all the particles are in a feasible position. Only feasible points are
computed, eliminating the computation of points that cannot be optimal
since constraints are violated. The parallel nature of the algorithm is
preserved, while useless points are not computed.
This new version of the algorithm demonstrates a higher efficiency with
respect to the original formulation when the dimension of the feasible set is
reduced by the active constraints. The use of a surrogate model to compute
the local behaviour of the objective function may help in reducing the small
discontinuities induced by the quantized output of the mathematical model.
5. Preliminary numerical investigation
5.1. Convergence analysis of the mathematical model
At the end of the optimization process, the performances of the optimized
system are improved, and the objective function if reduced by a quantity which
depends on the original configuration, the parameterization scheme, the num-
ber of design variables, etc. However, we have to consider the sensitivity of
the analysis tool we are using to predict the performances and the objective
function. If the improvement is of the same order of magnitude of the accuracy
of the adopted prediction tool, we cannot state that an improvement has been
actually achieved, since we are below the uncertainty level of the model. As a
consequence, we need to quantify the uncertain level of the mathematical model
in order to certify the following optimization results. Following the guidelines in
[48], the Grid-Convergence Index (GCI) has been computed in order to quantify
uncertainties addressed to the spatial resolution. Three different levels of mesh
size have been adopted, doubling each time the number of grid points on each
dimension. The convergence study has been performed without considering any
obstacle in the field. A square room Ω, with one single entrance I and two exits
E has been selected: geometry is shown in figure 4. We denote by ρin(t) the
pedestrian density at entrance. The rest of the boundary ∂Ω\(I ∪ E) is treated
as an internal obstacle. The entrance is nearly in-line with one of the way out,
so that the entering crowd is exploiting a single exit when the room is empty.
This situation is going to change once an obstacle will be added. Regarding the
model parameters, Crep is set to 11, r is 0.08, ρin is 0.75 and pedestrians are
entering for a time 0 ≤ t ≤ t1 = 1.5. In this way the room is emptied before
the end of the simulation, and the evacuation time can be computed. In the
following, we will refer to this set-up as “Test A”.
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I
E
E
Figure 4: Scheme of the positioning of entrance and exit in the optimization case study.
Coarse mesh (50 × 50) is reported.
Results of the convergence analysis are reported in table 1: a non-monotone
convergence is observed, with a rate of convergence of about 3.5 and an un-
certainty level largely smaller than 0.5%. As a consequence, if the achieved
improvement will be higher than 0.5%, we can certify that an improvement has
been obtained.
Table 1: Grid-Convergence study for the adopted mathematical model.
Grid level Evacuation time Asymptotic value 4.221
50 × 50 3.942 Convergence order 3.544
100 × 100 4.257 Apparent uncertainty 0.008
200 × 200 4.230 Percentage uncertainty 0.179
5.2. Constraints of the optimization process
When an optimization problem solution is tackled, some further boundary
conditions need to be defined, in order to prevent undesired configurations.
Some geometrical constraints are adopted in order to prevent unusual or unre-
alistic situations. First of all, the control points of the Be´zier curve are limited
inside the volume of the room reduced by three cells along the borders. Since
the Be´zier curve is included into the convex hull formed by the control poly-
gon, by definition, this guarantees that the obstacle is entirely inside the room.
Furthermore, in order not to create narrow passages between the walls and the
obstacle, neither to lock entrance or exits, a gap has been included.
A second constraint is related to the obstacle’s size. It is limited in between
a minimum and a maximum, measured as a percentage of the room space. This
is because we do not want the obstacle to be too small or too large.
Two further parameters, related to the mathematical model, strongly influ-
ence the final results. The first is the repulsion strength index (Crep), ruling the
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interactions among people in the crowd. The second is the amount of walking
people (inflow condition ρin). In fact, it is intuitive to think that, if only few
people are passing through the room or they barely affect each other, the ob-
stacle will be disadvantageous. In order to tune these parameters, and also to
quantify their effects, a dedicated sensitivity study has been performed.
5.3. Sensitivity analysis of the mathematical model
In order to quantify the effect of the variation of both Crep and ρin, a sys-
tematic study has been carried out. 13 different PSO optimization problems
have been solved, covering with regularity the range in between 0.75 and 1.5
for ρin and in between 6 and 18 for C
rep. In any case the inflow is active only
for a certain time 0 ≤ t ≤ t1 = 1.5, then ρin is set to 0 for t > t1. The initial
condition is ρ¯ ≡ 0 (no pedestrians already in the room at the initial time) and
r = 0.04. In this test, limits for the portion of the room fillable by the obstacle
are in between 5 and 25% of the full room area.
Since a quite large number of optimization is here performed, the coarse
grid (50×50) is adopted. Results are reported in figure 5. In the top part of
the picture, a three-dimensional view and the 13 reference points are reported,
while contour levels of the same graph as in the upper part, but with a two-
dimensional view, are reported at the bottom part of the picture. From left to
right are reported: the initial value of the evacuation time, without obstacles,
the optimal value of the evacuation time after the insertion of an obstacle, the
percentage improvement. Surfaces are obtained by linear interpolation.
Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis of the optimization process with respect to the repulsion strength
index (Crep) and the inflow density (ρin).
Both ρin and C
rep have a strong impact on the final results of the optimiza-
tion process, with a higher effect coming from Crep. On top left of figure 5 the
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initial evacuation time is reported: the higher evacuation time is obtained with
the higher values of ρin and C
rep. The evacuation time is nearly doubled with
respect to the condition where both ρin and C
rep assume the minimum inves-
tigated value. Observing the values on the edges, variation of the evacuation
time with constant Crep is in between 1.2 and 2.0 time units while ρin is pass-
ing from the minimum to the maximum. For the variation of Crep at constant
ρin the variation is in between 1.4 and 3.2 time units. This is demonstrating
that, if the adopted limits for the selected coefficients are representative of the
extreme between two limit situations, the effect of Crep on the variation of the
evacuation time of an empty room is stronger than ρin.
On top right, the improvements for the evacuation time obtained adding
one obstacles are reported. Negative values are for improvements, so that the
lower the value, the larger the improvement. Optimization produces a reduction
of the evacuation time in between 5 and 45%, with the higher values for the
highest values of ρin and C
rep. While for the evacuation time the trend was not
far from being linear, here a more curved profile is observed. Anyway, looking
at the extreme values on the edges, improvement pass from 5 and 20% for the
lowest (constant) value of Crep when ρin is varied, and from 38 to 45% for the
highest value of Crep. This means that the effects of Crep and ρin are not simply
cumulative, but the mixed effect is reducing the strength of each other. Same
situation is observed if ρin is fixed and C
rep is varied: for the minimum value of
ρin, improvement is in between 5 to 38%, while for the highest ρin improvement
is in between 20 and 45%. Also in this case, the effect of Crep is higher than
the effect of ρin on the achievable improvements.
Optimal shapes of the obstacles are reported in figure 6, together with a
time evolution of the pedestrian density. Since the convexity of the obstacle is
verified on the computational grid, and a modification of the original shape is
produced once the concave part of the obstacle is removed, the real shape of the
obstacle is somehow influenced by the grid density. In this case, the coarseness
of the grid is producing a stepped contour so, for a better visualization, the
curves reported in figure 6 represent the best fit of the external boundary of the
obstacle as from the computational grid.
In figure 6 we can observe how, in all the cases, the crowd is split by the
obstacle so that both the exits are utilized (with no obstacles only the upper
exit is used), cf. [15]. In five cases, crowd is split in three parts: the people
running to the bottom exit splits further in two, and some people is deviating
back toward the upper exit. This is creating a time delay for the people reaching
the upper exit, that is beneficial for the overall evacuation time since prevents
congestion and clogging.
6. Numerical tests
6.1. Test A: empty square room with inflow
Basing on the experience of the previous sensitivity analysis, optimization
has been repeated using the 100×100 grid with the following parameters: Crep =
11, ρin = 0.75, r = 0.08, t1 = 1.5.
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Test A1: influence of the obstacles’ shape
A preliminary test has been produced in order to identify the influence of
the shape of the obstacles on the final result. Three different parametrizations
are compared: in the first case, the obstacle is strictly circular, while in the
other two examples we have one or two Be´zier curves, respectively. Constraint
on the dimension of the obstacles are the same: they can occupy a portion of the
full room space in between 5 and 25%. In order to remove every doubt about
the possibility that the optimization algorithm is not identifying the global
minimum, the search of the overall best solution is obtained by a recursive
regular sampling of the design space (brute force investigation). 300 points are
dispersed uniformly into the design space. Once the overall best is identified, a
new search is produced, centring 300 new points on the current best point and
spanning a reduced portion of the design space. As each step, the width of the
investigated area is reduced by 1/13 while the number of the sampling points
is preserved: 50 iterations have been attempted for the single circular obstacle
(15000 objective function evaluations), 64 for the single Be´zier obstacle (19200
objective function evaluations) and 46 for the double Be´zier obstacles (13800
objective function evaluations). The results are reported in figure 7.
From figure 7, we can observe how the possibility to have a free shape for
the obstacle is very important. In fact, the configuration with a single Be´zier
curve outperforms the single circle of about 5 percentage points. On the other
side, there is not a substantial difference between a single obstacle and a couple
of obstacles, since the final result produced by the two configurations is com-
parable. It must to be stressed that the number of design variables is doubled
passing from one to two obstacles, so that the dimension of the investigated
space, and the complexity of the problem, are largely increased.
It must be stressed that the case with one obstacle is not completely con-
tained into the case with two obstacles: in fact, due to the presence of a box
constraint on the space occupied by the obstacles, the maximum dimension of
the bigger obstacle is reduced when more than a single obstacle is modelled,
because a portion of the space is already occupied by other obstacles. Looking
from the perspective of the single obstacle, the constraint limits are changed
as a consequence of the presence of the other obstacles: each obstacle can be
smaller than the lower limit, since the other obstacles will contribute to the
final value of the occupied space, but it will be also smaller than the prescribed
upper limit, in order to leave some space to the other obstacles. This situation
is reflected in the final results reported in figure 7: the increase of the number of
the obstacles is not causing a further reduction of the evacuation time. Probably
a modification on the applied constraints would be beneficial in this sense.
Test A2: influence of the obstacles’ size
Once the importance of the shape of the obstacle has been evidenced, two
different optimizations, using two different sets of constraints, have been pro-
duced. One or two obstacles are considered, and the occupation of the room by
the obstacles is constrained in between 10 and 90%, or in between 10 and 20%.
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As a consequence, a total of 4 different optimization problems have been solved.
In figure 8, the results produced by the PSO algorithm are presented. Con-
vergence of the algorithm to the optimal solution is evidenced. The increase of
the number of obstacles is producing, in this case, larger improvement on the
final evacuation time: this is probably due to the relaxation on the size con-
straint limitation. The obstacles are dividing the crowd in two or three groups,
inducing a time delay in the arrival of the groups to the exit, with a better ex-
ploiting of the available exits. The effect of the obstacles, producing a complete
use of the available exits and a time shift for the different parts of the crowd,
is well documented. An example of time shift induction is represented by the
fourth case in figure 8: here a very small obstacle is placed in the lower part of
the room. The crowd is marginally touching the obstacle, but this is producing
a local density increase in the vicinity of the small obstacle, so that some of
the pedestrians travelling that direction are slowed down, with a subsequent
reduction of the exit crowding and an increase of the flow speed at the exit.
The use of multiple obstacles is obviously increasing the number of param-
eters, increasing accordingly the dimension of the investigated space: this is a
great difficulty for the optimization algorithm, because the associated problem
have a larger complexity. Furthermore, the use of a second obstacle put some
further constraints on the optimization problem to be solved, since the second
obstacle, in order to be useful, must lay outside the room space already occupied
by the first obstacle. This is excluding some portions of the parameter space
from the feasible space, so that the solution of the optimization problem is even
more difficult to solve. The use of the inner point variant of the PSO algorithm
[44] is alleviating this problem, and the final solution is absolutely similar to the
solution obtained by using a brute force approach, using less than 1/5 of the
objective function evaluations.
6.2. Test B: partly filled room with no inflow
As a second test case, we consider a square room with a single exit on the
right wall and no entrance. At the initial time, the room is partly filled by
steady people in the left half part (ρ¯ = 0.75 in [0.1, 0.5] × [0.2, 0.8]). In this
case, the flow of the people toward the exit is perfectly symmetric, and the
optimal positioning of the obstacles is expected to break this symmetry in order
to facilitate the room evacuation. The other parameters are the same as Test
A: Crep = 11, r = 0.08.
Due to the extreme simplicity of the geometry, the use of a single obstacle
will probably not be sufficient to produce substantial improvements. On the
other hand, the raise of the number of obstacles implies a huge increase of the
complexity of the optimization problem, firstly as a consequence of the higher
space dimension, but also due to the introduction of some implicit supplemen-
tary constraints, that could have a great impact on the shape of the feasible set
associated with the resulting optimization problem. In fact, the use of multiple
free obstacles induces the necessity to discharge all the solution for which the
two obstacles are overlapping: otherwise, this will cause large zones of the feasi-
ble space with constant value of the objective function, because one big obstacle
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can hide smaller obstacles without causing a change in the configuration of the
room to be considered. In other terms, once one big obstacle is defined, fixing
the related parameters, all the other parameters are irrelevant as soon as they
are not able to draw an obstacle laying outside the first obstacle: consequently,
the value of the objective function is piecewise constant.
Test B1: circular obstacles
As a preliminary check, in order also to gain some insights into the problem,
a simplified parameterization is adopted, in order to identify some promising
configurations to be further investigated. Here a fixed number of circular ob-
stacles are disposed into the room. Diameter of the circles is fixed, equal to
0.5
N − 0.01 (if N is the total number of circles - diameter is decreased by 0.01 in
order not to have overlaps between the circles), as well as the longitudinal posi-
tion of the center of each circle (defined as 0.5 + 0.5N +
i−1
N , where i is indicating
the ordinal circle number, from left to right), so that, if the circles are aligned,
no overlap is obtained while the circles are covering nearly all the empty space.
As a consequence, we have here only N design variables, with a feasible set
extremely simple, since each variable is limited in a prescribed closed interval,
without any further limitations.
Five different optimization problems have been solved, ranging from three to
seven circles. Results are presented in figure 9. A 2% decrease of the evacuation
time is obtained with three circles, and this gain is increasing up to the case
with six circles, where the decrease is of about 12%. No further improvements
are observed by passing from six to seven circles.
Looking at the optimal solutions, and in particular the path of the pedes-
trians moving from the half left part of the room to the exit, we can see that
while in the case of three and four circles all the obstacles play an active role in
the deviation of the pedestrian flow, in the other cases some of the obstacles are
not active, laying in a region never touched by the passage of the pedestrians.
In particular, in the case of six circles, only three obstacles are active. Further-
more, we can see how all the optimal solutions have one obstacle in vicinity of
the exit. This results are suggesting some main conclusions (cf. [2, §6.3]):
• One obstacle may stay close to the exit;
• small obstacles are needed;
• three obstacles may be sufficient to guarantee a substantial reduction of
the evacuation time.
Test B2: free-shaped obstacles
Starting from a configuration similar to the optimal one in the case of six
obstacles, a local optimization has been produced, utilizing three free obstacles
only, obtained by using three different Be´zier curves, as in the case of the empty
room: 18 parameters are needed. A pattern search algorithm has been applied
here [35]: this is because we are looking for a solution in the vicinity of the initial
solution, and a local optimization algorithm is able to perform this search much
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more efficiently than a global optimization algorithm. Results are presented in
figure 10. Here the total number of solutions required in order to gain conver-
gence is evident: pattern search is requiring one tenth of the iterations, but it
is obviously detecting a local minimum.
A further reduction of about 1 percentage point is obtained, and the final
pattern of the obstacles is not far from the starting one. The preservation of
the dimensions of the obstacles is substantially confirming that, in the previous
test, the dimension of the obstacles represents probably the most important
parameter, and the increase from six to seven obstacles was reducing too much
the dimension of the obstacles, so that no further improvement was obtained.
On the other hand, the possibility of a free-shaped obstacle is providing a further
reduction of the evacuation time, confirming one of the outcome of the previous
investigations, that is, the shape of the obstacle represents an important element
for the minimization of the evacuation time.
Conclusions, insights, and future work
The usefulness of the interposition of one or more free-shaped obstacles be-
tween a group of evacuating pedestrians and the exits of a room has been in-
vestigated in this paper. Despite the difficulty of the optimization problem,
mainly related to the huge number of the possible shapes in comparison with
the small number of feasible solutions, the obtained reduction of the total evac-
uation time is remarkable. Furthermore, the use of an optimization algorithm
provides a significant reduction of the total number of configurations to be an-
alyzed before the identification of the optimal solution, increasing the efficiency
of the search phase: a reduction greater than the 80% is obtained if we compare
a systematic/extensive investigation of the design space with the use of PSO.
This study is putting on the spotlight the role of the optimization techniques in
the reduction of the evacuation time.
The importance of local peculiarities in the shape of the obstacles has been
also highlighted by comparing free shape with circular shape: the final gain
is also influenced by small details, and the advantage may be reduced by an
incorrect shaping. This kind of result can be hardly obtained by classical design
activity.
The reliability of the obtained results is questionable unless a complete val-
idation of the mathematical model against experimental data is performed. It
is important to recall that our modelling assumptions could be far from being
true, since we are considering here pedestrians who are familiar with the en-
vironment, follow the shortest path and do not forecast the behaviour of the
group mates (see Remark 3.2). Moreover, we are not taking into account impor-
tant crowd features (e.g. age, emotional state, family groups, social influence,
etc.), and we are using a first-order model which is not able, by definition, to
describe acceleration and pressure effects. Nevertheless, the reduction of the
evacuation time achieved in our simulations is so significant that can be hardly
nullified modifying some surrounding circumstances. In particular, one of the
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effects of well-placed and well-shaped obstacles is to split the crowd in order
to make all the exists equally used and/or alleviate congestion by delaying a
part of the crowd; moreover, once obstacles are placed near the exits, they can
also break the symmetries and avoid deadlocks. We think that these features
are sufficiently independent of simulation parameters and crowd behaviour. Let
us also note that, in the case of unknown environments, obstacles can address
people towards unexplored areas, thus making visible some exits.
Finally, let us note that the application of the same techniques to more
realistic situations, where the complexity of the shape of the evacuating room
is possibly higher, may result in a further confirmation of the good results
presented in this paper. This mostly because the optimization algorithm may
help in detecting the most favourable solution in a framework in which the high
degree of complexity is hiding the most convenient configuration.
The study presented in this paper can help engineers and architects to design
new spaces or increase safety of the existing ones. Obviously, the impact of the
new architectural elements must verified by suitable field-test in normal and
emergency situations, and a nontrivial problem can arise if a given design turns
out to be advantageous in some situation and disadvantageous in another one.
The sensitivity of some parameters on the final evacuation time, observed
in the paper, suggests to take into account their variability. For example, the
amount/position of people occupying the room is subject to variability in prac-
tice, as well as the incoming crowd density. The intrinsic stochasticity of these
variables may represents an interesting parameter for a different case study.
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Figure 6: Optimal shape and density evolution for 9 parameter configurations adopted in the
sensitivity analysis. From left to right, increasing simulation time. See text for information
about the visualization of the obstacle.
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Figure 7: Test A1. From top to bottom: evolution of the crowd into the room, observed
through 6 different time frames. On top, case of one single circular obstacle, in the middle,
case of one single free obstacle, on bottom, case of two free obstacles. On extreme bottom,
evolution of the best solutions of the previously described problems along the course of the
brute force investigation: the three proposed parameterizations are compared.
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Figure 8: Test A2. From top to bottom: evolution of the crowd into the room, observed
through 6 different time frames. On top, case of one single free obstacle with tight con-
straints on the dimension of the obstacle with respect to the dimension of the room. Second
picture is representing the same case, but with larger obstacles allowed. Third and fourth
picture replicate the test with two obstacles. On extreme bottom, the percentage reduction
of the evacuation time with respect to the empty room as a function of the iterations of the
optimization algorithm.
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Figure 9: Test B1. From top to bottom: optimal solution of the half-empty-room problem by
using an increasing number of staggered circular obstacles. On extreme bottom, the percentage
improvements obtained by using the five different formulations.
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Figure 10: Test B2. From top to bottom: optimal solution of the half-empty-room problem by
using six staggered circular obstacles and three obstacles with unprescribed shape. On extreme
bottom, the percentage improvements obtained by using the two different approaches.
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